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Members prove we are ready to do 

what it takes: mobilization actions 

the final weeks before expiration heat up!  
 

We thought we held some impressive actions last contract; but all 
that pales in comparison to what is happening around the country 
RIGHT NOW!   
 

Local 1058 held information tables outside the cafeteria at multiple locations to answer 

questions about bargaining the meaning of a strong strike vote.  

 

Local 1150 and Local 1058 have partnered up on actions in New Jersey and passed out 

healthcare kits. 1150 members conduct Safety inspections in the field ensure Technicians are 

protected.  Members received pink slip bags, and packed desks to take personal items home in 

preparation for strike.  

 

Local 1152 members do stand ups several times a day. They add noise and chanting that they 

want their work back, and for a fair contract.  Members continue to wear red and black.  The 

local put together a mobile app for both iphone and android to keep members informed.  

 

Local in District 2/13 put together a calendar and are doing coordinated 

actions throughout the District.  Members in Local 2100, 2106, 2107, 2201, 

2204, 2252, 2300, 13000, 13500 & 13552 participate in unity actions.  

Locals distributed information, held Healthcare actions, informational 

pickets, wore stickers and pins, packed up strike bags and put together a 

social media image of the sick AT&T logo (green) for everyone to use!   

 

 

Local 2100 has been informational picketing and 

holding tail gate meetings every day.  The Public 

has been supportive of the actions. During a team 

meeting, the workers turned their backs on the 

manager, like the company is turning its back on 

the workers.  

 

Local 2106 continues to hold tail gate meetings, 

and members are wearing red.  

 

 

Local 2252 has been distributing work site flyers, posting signs, wearing red and will be holding 

a candlelight vigil this weekend. 
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Local 3250 held more 

mobilization training classes, 

which got people really pumped 

and energized.  There are 

informational pickets at various 

locations every day.  One office 

held a mass rally and lunchtime 

walkout!  Members participated 

in National healthcare day 

actions. They had pie day to 

ensure that all the workers got 

their slice of the pie!  Members 

packed up personal items from 

their desks.  Ready to Strike!  

 

Local 4050 is working to rule, closely performing vehicle safety checks.  They continue to talk 

to their members and email, everyone is ready to strike!  Retirees have been active in local 

actions.  They have been wearing red and participated in Pick up and leave day today.  Members 

will hold an expiration rally Saturday night from 11 PM – 12AM, so they are on the line in the 

event a strike is called at midnight.  

 

Local 4250 has an engaged group of retirees, who have signed up for picket duty to ensure 

enough coverage on all shifts.  Workers signed up for picket duty.  All units in the Local are 

supporting the Legacy T workers.  Members handmade signs, and all have been wrapped in clear 

plastic to ensure they will stand up to the weather.  Members stand in Unity and cleaned out their 

desks Friday.  Members will enjoy pizza at their strike watch party Saturday.  

 

Local 4252 members remain active, keeping each other informed on issues, wearing red and 

showing the company they are ready to strike!  

 

Local 4998 worked with Local 4900 to make picket signs with retirees and families.  The Local 

is having one on ones and sending emails to members to keep them informed.  Members packed 

their desks in preparation for the strike.  Workers wear red Thursday and black on Friday.  

 

Local 6143 has been emailing and texting to help get the information out to members. For 

Healthcare day, Members received first aid kits in a clear bag with instructions to open in case of 

emergency, or if you can’t afford the AT&T healthcare plan. Strike assignments have been 

posted.  Members are tired of the company’s antics and are ready to walk.  Strikes signs were 

posted on monitors Friday, and members packed boxes and moved out. 

 

Local 6150 members took advantage of healthcare day and promoted the heal yourself program, 

which will be the only healthcare if we let AT&T gut out benefits. Held a joint informational 

picket with Local 6215 with support of District 6 staff.  Members put up signs and continue to 

wear red Thursdays and black Fridays.  Managers freaked out when the 5-minute strike boxes 

were distributed for members to take home personal items. The Dallas Locals will be holding a 
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joint midnight candle light vigil.  Members are Clicking every even hour for a minute. And the 

Local has been using a text system to send out messages to members and Mobilizers.   

 

Local 6215 educated members about the importance of a strong YES strike vote.  Members 

continue to wear red on Thursday and black on Friday.  They are doing stand ups and tapping 

pens every odd hour and have had some outbursts of LEGACY T. Members packed desk in 

strike bags, and Mobilizers continue to deliver information to members. Held joint healthcare 

day actions with Local 6150, and both locals trained new Mobilizers.   

 

Local 6350 Mobilizers continue work place education and have been working with Local 6300 

on actions.  They did desk drops about healthcare and participated in National actions. They 

emphasized how sick it is for a healthy company AT&T to attack employees healthcare.  The 

local created and posted strike assignments.  Members wrote good luck messages to the 

bargaining team and are 

wearing red and black. They 

have ON STRIKE signs that 

were placed on every 

monitor and created Proud 

to be Union stickers.  They 

put poop emoji stickers on 

badges and were having a 

poopmoji duck hide and 

seek game in the office and 

got other poopmoji items 

like balloons for the office 

to signify the crap that the 

company keeps passing 

across the table.   

 

Local 6402 Met with retirees to show the members support. Sent good luck charms and 

messages to the bargaining team.  Members are engaged and ready for Strike.    

 

Local 6450 reported a busy last two weeks. The local held multiple mobilization training classes 

leaving members engaged and ready to get people riled up.  On healthcare day members were 

shaking bill bottles, people came in with walkers, canes, bandages.  The noise level continues to 

increase.   They are spreading the times by word of mouth to throw managers off.  Workers 

turned their backs on their computer to replicate the company turning their backs on the workers 

with their retrogressive proposals at the table. Mobilizers distributed red balloons to everyone. 

They sent good luck messages to managers on Friday and packed their strike bags.  They 

planned a coordinated balloon pop.   

 

Local 7050 got their picket signs ready.  The company advised the NTS’s that they were not 

going to have the techs turn in the trucks and keys this year.  Techs have a parking plan to keep 

the vehicles safe if a strike is called.  Strike assignments and picket captains have been identified. 

They are ready to walk!    
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Local 7200 passed out medical kits and masks 

to members on Healthcare day.  Educational 

flyers and mini picket signs have been 

distributed in the work place.  The held 

additional mobilization training with 7250 and 

are gearing up for a joint contract expiration 

party Saturday.  

 

Local 7250 continues to escalate actions by 

increasing the quantity of stand ups, clicking, 

and ergonomic office walks.  Mobilizers rolled 

out red walls throughout the office. Members 

wore scrubs, bandages and passed out AT&T 

Medical plan kits and mini picket signs for the Healthcare action day.  Management tried to 

detour new Mobilizers from educating members on issues. Members walked a lunch time 

informational picket line Thursday.  Friday members packed personal items into strike bags and 

posted ON STRIKE signs on computer monitors. Activists held silent walks on each floor Friday 

and held elevator lobby rallies on 4 floors for 2 departments. Additional Mobilizers were trained, 

and a joint strike watch party will be held with 7200 Saturday.  

 

Local 7750 has been participating in meetings 

manager team meetings so that updates and 

clarification can be provided if people have 

questions.   They continue to host flag pole 

rallies and put red balloons in the work area. 

The Local distributed candy suckers with 

CWA tags.  They held an Informational picket 

Friday.  Mobilizers continue to keep members 

educated with information at their desks.  They 

are holding one on one and small group 

meetings to keep people informed.  Have 

strike assignments ready.  Members continue 

to wear red and black.  

 

Local 13000 members are showing solidarity wearing red shirts and participating in District 

actions.  

 

Local 13552 spread the fair wages and affordable healthcare message to their members.  They 

conducted the strike vote and have picket assignments ready for a strike.  Mobilizers passed out 

red and black balloons and members are wearing red.  
 

As CWA announced earlier this week, Members overwhelmingly voted to authorize a strike if 

necessary.  Yep, 91% is overwhelming! This shows that members are tired of the company’s 

stall tactics and retrogressive proposals.   We need all members to stand up and tell the company 

ENOUGH with the take backs.  
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If you haven’t signed up to receive bargaining updates, please text LegT to 69866 or register 

your email at www.CWAatATT.com 

 

We will continue to keep you updated via text, email and social media as things progress through 

the weekend.  

 

The AT&T Shareholder meeting will be held in Dallas April 27, 2018.  Proxy vote 

recommendations have been sent to Local’s and were posted on the T&T website March 23, 

2018 https://cwa-union.org/news/att-shareholders-proposal-guide 

 

We want to thank all of the CWA Locals who took time to submit pictures supporting our fight 

and who sent positive messages of solidarity.   We appreciate you.   

Want your Local to be included in future mobilization reports?   Send pictures and information 

about your actions to CWAmobilization2018@gmail.com   

Check out bargaining reports and pictures on our FB page @CWALegacyT  

Not receiving updates?  Text LegT to 69866, or register your email on www.CWAatATT.com  

Stay Strong, Stay Mobilized. 

 

     

        

http://www.cwaatatt.com/
https://cwa-union.org/news/att-shareholders-proposal-guide
mailto:CWAmobilization2018@gmail.com
http://www.cwaatatt.com/
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